This paper studies a common Tok Pisin lexical verb and auxiliary save 'know'; 'habitual', respectively, and its prominent uses in examples of social interaction described in one section of the Wantok magazine and a Papua New Guinean writer's short narrative. The linguistic material examined here seems to point to the semantic category of 'social relationship nouns' (SRNs) as relevant to the contextually and culturally adequate understanding of the examined examples of Tok Pisin usage.
Introduction
This paper attempts to off er a closer look at the characteristic grammatical and semantic properties of the Tok Pisin auxiliary save, typically glossed with such English expressions as 'be accustomed to' or 'have the habit of'. Yet, as noted by Verhaar (1995, 151-152) , its usual glosses are quite imperfect, given that English does not seem to have a comparable auxiliary which would fi t all the major contexts where save appears in Tok Pisin. Building on Verhaar's observations, the following part of this paper introduces some historical linguistic evidence bearing on the emergence of save as a lexical unit in Melanesian creoles by looking at the early examples of its usage recorded in Churchill (1911) . Notably, the early developments of the word's usage captured in Churchill's account have spread throughout the region, so that the prominent linguistic status of save in Tok Pisin has been underscored by Siegel (2008, 190) , who acknowledges the signifi cance of this lexical item in the three major varieties of Melanesian English with the following comment:
In all three dialects, save is a verb meaning 'know'. It also functions to mark habitual aspect in all three dialects (although it is used in this way by a larger proportion of Tok Pisin speakers than Bislama or Pijin speakers). However, with regard to modality, Bislama and Pijin again use save as a preverbal marker of ability while Tok Pisin has separate markers for this function: inap and ken.
The aim of the main part of the paper is to examine the characteristic habitual meaning of save observed in two small, but relatively self-contained samples of written Tok Pisin:
(a) a thematic group of nine letters (one column) from the Wantok magazine (1996/25); (b) a short story in Tok Pisin which relates the ways and habits of its protagonists involved in a traditional social custom and its somewhat troubled progress (Taolam 1974 ).
While recognizing save as a plausible exponent of the hypothesized Natural Semantic Metalanguage prime KNOW to be identifi ed across all the Melanesian English-lexifi ed creoles (see the work of Levisen et al. 2017, 345-368 on the semantic aspects of creole vocabularies of the Australia-Pacifi c region), this short paper is going to address the usage of save in some pertinent examples of written Tok Pisin, which describe everyday social interaction and cultural knowledge contained in a native Papua New Guinean writer's narrative.
Sabe, savez, savvee, savey: recorded roots of the modern Tok Pisin verbal save
Contemporary usage of the lexical verb and auxiliary save in Tok Pisin derives from the historical predecessor of Melanesian Englishes, Beach-la-Mar (see Siegel 2008) . In order to contextualize the subsequent description of the word's modern usage in written language, this paper is going to begin with a brief review of the early registered occurrences and linguistic functions of save. Following Sankoff 's (1977, 62-65) divisions of Tok Pisin's early history, one should acknowledge available historical evidence of that word's incipient usage contained in William Churchill's 1 (1911) Beach-la-Mar, an early account of the Melanesian Pidgin. Churchill's book, further subtitled as The Jargon or Trade Speech of the Western Pacifi c picturesquely introduced the nascent Melanesian pidgin of that time as "a speech of chips and fragments seized wherever found and used to such an end as may be accomplished by brute force of sheer insistence" (1911, 1) . Sankoff (1977, 62) characterized Churchill's (1911) book as "a compendium of sources (mainly accounts by travellers, including ships' captains and European residents of various islands), dating mainly from around 1900." Churchill provided his work with a vocabulary list (1911, which contained several functional contexts associated with the lexical item savvy recorded by that scholar, and quoted in full below (original spelling with added numbering, Churchill 1911, 49) :
While bearing in mind Sankoff 's (1977, 62) cautionary note that "the quality of the data is variable, and care must be exercised", one can observe that Churchill collected no less than four distinct (but related) spellings of the headword savvy, namely: sabe; savez; savvee, and savey. As far as the lexical and grammatical properties and functions of savvy and its associated variants were concerned, they spread over the following areas of usage:
-The word received a list of glosses ranging from the common English verbs of cognition and propositional attitude to an expression of ability, while its salient lexical meaning was singled out by Churchill with the phrase 'to be wise'. -The word occurred as a situationally bound part of a reply ('in negative response'), i.e. as a negated form (with the negative word preceding the verbal, which was described by Churchill as constrained to a specifi ed type of pragmatic context, namely, to a response, as in his example (2) . -Its preverbal use (i.e. 'governs a verb directly') in (3) [with examples such as sabe talk -'know how to talk', sabe pull -'be able to pull']. -Save's transitive pattern of usage, with the word followed by its direct personal object (such as 'white man'; 'him'). -The word's auxiliary meanings modifying the main verb by focusing on the subject's ability to perform the named actions, such as 'walk good'; kaikai 'eat'. -Expressing the comparative meaning of 'knowing better'.
While Verhaar (1995) pointed to the habitual aspect usage of save as clearly distinct from English, which uses several lexico-grammatical means to convey a comparable meaning, due to the fact that it "does not have an auxiliary fi tting all contexts" (Verhaar 1995, 152) , Camden (1985, 58-59) identifi ed a parallelism in the scope of use of a Tangoan (an Austronesian Oceanic language) capability aspect marker erĩ (glossed by local multilingual speakers as save) 'to be able to, to be allowed to, to know how to, to be in the habit of', as a case of a plausible substrate infl uence on the scope of the word's usage in the varieties of Melanesian English-derived pidgins and creoles spoken in the area.
Writing about one's habits in Modern Tok Pisin: two examples
In order to form a clearer picture of the habitual aspect function of save, its contemporary usage will be fi rst examined by studying the cases of its occurrence in a group of readers' letters sent to the Pen Pren ('pen pals') column of the Wantok magazine (Laipstail Section, pes 14, Julai 25, 1996) The column contains nine letters from magazine's young readers who seek pen friends from around Papua New Guinea, while enumerating and describing their pastimes and some other daily activities. Characteristically, all letters begin with an introductory phrase Save Laikim (save like.TR 'things I like to do', or 'things which I enjoy doing') meant to ensure a proper space in which to describe one's habitual activities and to seek like-minded people in order to exchange letters. Thus, it seems plausible to claim that the column's letters constitute a stylistically uniform and a pragmatically coherent sample of the examined lexical item's range of usage. The authors' names were replaced with their initials, personal correspondence information has been omitted. The quoted fragments follow their original spelling and punctuation, with free English translation added on the right. (1) Preponderance of fairly common verbals identifying the favourite activities of young letter writers is clear upon examining the initial three examples. They are such lexical items as go 'go', pilai 'play', toktok 'chatter', in (1), pilai 'play', and raun 'get around' in (2) , and pilai 'play', as well as the transitive verbals such as lukim 'watch', ritim na raitim 'read and write' and painim 'look for' in (3). 'Dancing' -one of the favourite activities mentioned in example (1) is a one-word rendition of a descriptive phrase sekim body long danis -'shake.TR body UP dance'. A similar choice of verbs appears in the examples (4) to (6); however, one can observe a morphological distinction between pilai 'play' sports (example 5) and a presence of transitive marking in the case of pilaim gita 'play.TR guitar', i.e. 'play' a musical instrument vs. its absence in other writers' usage, as in examples (8) and (9). Given the preceding context, the nominal phrase sampela bisinis wok in (6) most likely refers to some social activities done together with the writer's cousins and peers (the noun bisinis means 'clan, moiety; business', see Dutton and Thomas 1985, 361) , and not to any specifi c forms of economic enterprising. While a detailed description of the social meanings of these terms is beyond the scope of the present paper, their presence in the context of habitual construction based on the verb save 'know' deserves to be highlighted due to the eminently social communicative intent of the letters which contain them. As far as their content is concerned, the letters of the Pen Pren column featured enumerations of some habitual daily activities which could be shared with other people in order to be fully enjoyed, whereas the following group of examples has a diff erent focus in that it describes not only individual habits and pastimes, but it also provides one with evoked social contexts and related descriptive passages. Thus, its reading may allow for a more interpersonally situated view of the word's employment.
The passages (10-24) which illustrate the usage of save in its lexical (verbal) and auxiliary (aspectual, habitual) functions, come from a short story which recounts the ups and downs of a marriage promise of a Papua New Guinean girl. The story entitled Promis Long Bipo [gloss: promise.UP.before, 'an old promise'], written by a native Papua New Guinean writer and teacher Herman Taolam (Taolam 1974) 2 and summarized in a brief English-language synopsis published with the story simply as "The Promise", appears to rely on the habitual meanings conveyed with the auxiliary save quite frequently, as thirteen out of the story's total of thirty-seven paragraphs contain at least one instance of save's usage. Arguably, the story furnishes some culturally interesting cases of the word's employment in that it depicts the habits, knowledge, and customs of its protagonists, allowing the reader an opportunity to examine ways of using the verbal save in a story which presents contrasts of expectations and socially sanctioned customary behaviours rooted in culturally acquired competence and habitual actions (cf. Dutton and Thomas 1985, 89).
As far as its contents is concerned, the story develops by focusing on the persona of Martha Emawe, her education in a village school and her work in a Chinaman's store, some important moments in her old father's life, as well as the contrasting social footing of her two competing suitors. The story's initial paragraphs trace Martha's unfi nished haiskul 'high school' education, and her work as a stuakipa 'shop assistant' in the local village store owned by a Chinese (Sainaman), the job she got thanks to her father who had worked as a mankimasta 'personal boy, valet' of a Chinese businessman before.
The examples described below follow the temporal ordering of the narrative, whereby the fi rst group of examples (10-13) introduces Martha's father and Martha herself, examples (14-18) focus on Martha's father, while examples (19-23) detail the words and actions of Sala (Martha's school-time boyfriend), Martha, her father, and the local administrative offi cial. Lowercase Roman numerals in square brackets correspond to the sequence of the paragraphs in the original text. Fragments of the Tok Pisin text which were excluded from the original English synopsis are clarifi ed with added free translation in square brackets, explanatory notes and occasional interlinear glosses.
While example (10) demonstrates an instance of the habitual aspect function of save, (save wok 'HAB.work'), example (11) allows one to see both the aspectual (grammatical) and lexical functions of the verbal in two adjacent sentences inside of one paragraph.
Tok Pisin Text (Taolam 1974, 5) Original English Synopsis (Taolam 1974, 6) 'She has seen a lot of male customers who either marvelled at her or even asked her for dates. She ignored them.'
A close link between the potential and habitual meanings of save has been pointed out in Dutton and Thomas (1985, 89) , who wrote that "In Tok Pisin the construction save+verb has two closely related meanings. On the one hand it may mean to know how to do something… . On the other hand it may mean to do something regularly or habitually." According to the two scholars (1985, 89) , "the two meanings are closely related, however, in that one gains one's competence to perform an action from having performed it regularly or habitually." Thus, a contextually appropriate interpretation of the auxiliary save follows from the lexical meaning of the main verb. Following Dutton and Thomas' (1985, 89) observation provides one with the possibility to make better sense of the actual translational choice observable in the textual passages. For example, sentence (10) which introduces Martha's father, contains a habitual verbal expression save wok olsem mankimasta rendered with a nominal predicate 'Martha's father… was a domestic servant', rather than with an explicitly habitual verbal predicate 'used to work as a domestic servant'. A somewhat sketchy synopsis of (11) leaves out the habitual save harim 'would hear', as well as an instance of using save as a verb meaning 'to know' (actually used in the omitted fragment which refers to Martha's memory of being told about her age). The Tok Pisin fragment (12) contains two sentences, where the fi rst one appears to set a scene in the past (roughly, 'Many young men used to come (save kamap) to the store to hit on her', while the other Tok Pisin sentence describes the actions of some individuals at the store, literally 'Others came to look/stare/ogle 4 at her when she was working at the store.' Fragment (13) underscores Martha's repeated negative reaction to her suitors by using the descriptive phrase save tanim het i go long arapela hap 'she would turn her head in another direction' that contains the habitual aspect marker save which precedes the transitive verb tanim 'turn'.
The following passages describe confl icting expectations of Martha and her father as far as the girl's future husband is concerned. Such expectations and assumptions are conveyed with sentences and phrases containing the verbal save (either in its lexical meaning, or as a habitual marker), which seems to add pragmatic force to their utterance. Fragment (14) begins with a sentence which uses save as a verb meaning 'to know' used here to report one of Martha's chief fears, followed by its 'absolute' use (in Churchill's term), where its negation is meant to signify the father's ignorance of his daughter's choice. At the time when her father wasn't old (15), he 'used to work for the boss' (save wok long masta), yet, he was unable to grasp the signifi cance of money as a means of economic transactions. This, however, has changed, and he admonished his daughter by asking her rhetorically whether she knew (save) how much money the man whom he had chosen to be her future husband really possessed (16). Tarangu 'unfortunate', 'unfortunately', a word with a clearly negative subjective meaning used to modify lapun 'old man' adds to the rhetorically dramatic tone of the author's narrative at the stage when the confl ict of choices becomes clear. Furthermore, fragment (17) -where save means 'to know' -articulates the old man's ignorance of his daughter's real wish, while the following sentence underscores her intention (lexically labelled here with the word save) to marry the man of her choice, regardless of the distance separating the two (fragment 18).
The fi nal part of the story introduces Martha's boyfriend Sala, and describes their happy reunion, after an ill-intentioned suitor from Sepik gets his comeuppance for his misbehaviour towards the girl. Sala succeeded in his studies at the University of Port Moresby (Univesiti long Mosbi), and was on his way back to the village. He became a lawyer (loea), a bikpela man [lit. 'big man', a traditional Melanesian term for a man of large power and infl uence, cf. Lindstrom 2009] , and his hard-earned professional prowess is described in truly glowing terms: (19) Sala's westernisation is more specifi cally described in the Tok Pisin fragment (19) by a reference to his newly acquired urban habits, namely, save kaikai wantaim ol waitman 'regularly eating with the whites' and 'riding in their cars' (raun wantaim kar bilong ol). Furthermore, a signifi cant contrast between the locals and Sala is subtly conveyed by some lexical choices apparent in this fragment. For example, Sala is described with the following sentence: Em i wanpela Loea, em man bilong harim bikpela kot, etc. [lit. 'he is a lawyer, a man appearing in the big court to deal with disputes over people's deaths, disputes over land property, disputes over seducing other men's wives, and all kind of problems']. The weightiness of legal disputes dealt with by Sala goes well with his new 'title', spelt with the capital letter (Loea) in the original text (Taolam 1974, 6) .
The fi nal paragraphs of the story which make use of direct speech -with questions and replies from the local kiap 6 , Martha's father and Martha -are absent from the author's synopsis. The passages are translated and discussed below, as their grammatical structure allows for an insight into the syntactic development of the verbal save, namely, a growth of its complementation patterns and associated prepositional options emerging in Tok Pisin (see Woolford 1979, 82-91 First of all, it may be noted that the passages (21), (22) and (24) of the story make use of save as a lexical verb meaning 'to know' only. While the status of long as a complementiser of Tok Pisin mental verbs has been thoroughly discussed and rejected by Woolford (1979, 90) in favour of its prepositional status, with the complementiser olsem [etymologically: 'all+same', functionally akin to thatcomplementiser in English (Woolford 1979, 90) ] emerging as the element introducing subordinate clauses after verbs of cognition (such as save, in particular). Some pertinent cases of their usage, which involve the verb save and its complements can be gleaned from the Tok Pisin passages of Taolam's (1974) story:
While the overt method of joining clauses with olsem seems to be on the increase (see Dutton and Thomas 1985, 241-242) among the native users of the language, one can note that sometimes both long (a preposition) and olsem (a complementiser) can occur within one utterance, for example, in Martha's pronouncement in (24):
Martha i tok husait i save long em, olsem gutpela man Martha PM say whoever PM know UP 3 COMP good.MOD man 'Martha spoke "Whoever knows him, knows that he is a good man." '
Concluding remarks
While grammatical development of save in Tok Pisin and of related verbs in creole languages in general has attracted a signifi cant amount of research, Tok Pisin linguistic material studied in this paper suggests that exploring the notions of 'knowledge' of 'habituality' might also benefi t from being approached by way of studying the makeup of social contexts in which these grammatical meanings and constructions are used. Whereas a typological understanding of 'habitual meanings' presented, for example, in Comrie (1985, 40-41) , focuses on their relations to tense, aspect, and mood, it has been suggested that a helpful handle in this regard might be attention paid to the social relation nouns (SRNs) which constitute insightful lexical evidence of types of social cognition valued in a given society. Accordingly, cases of contextual co-occurrence of both SRNs and 'habitual meanings' might be seen as indicative of broader social concerns over types of interaction and kinds of people who participate in it. It may be noted that the fi rst group of Tok Pisin examples (the letters) featured a relatively small number of SRNs, which likely targeted the native Papua New Guineans (cf. Table 1) , with almost all of them (the only exceptions being the semantically most general nouns man and meri) being indicative of positive social aff ect and kinship bonds. The second group of passages, however, provides a more complex picture in this regard -with SRNs targeting clear cultural outsiders (masta, waitman, kiap), cultural insiders (on account of their shared kinship or history and power: wanlain, lapun, bikpela man), as well as terms used to identify other signifi cant social identities, such as stuakipa, mankimasta, or loea.
On the other hand, the growth of complementation patterns of the verb save in Tok Pisin (documented by Woolford 1979 , or Verhaar 1995 makes it possible to sustain grammatically complex verbal exchanges, such as the ones depicted in Taolam's (1974) story.
